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Profile
I am a second-year student at Queen’s University completing my Bachelor of 
Science (Honours) as a Psych major. My first year at Queen’s was a very average and 
tame experience. I mostly tried to find a good group of friends, studied, and took a 
lot of naps. I have always hated being defined by one thing, so I tend to try my 
hand at a variety of things, but also my attention span is so short that I tend to 
move on quickly. As of right now I am someone who would rather be average at a 
thousand things then amazing at one but again, I tend not to stick with one thing 
for too long so maybe that will change too. 

Objective

 so why be 
scared of something that’s going to happen no matter what?


Failure has always scared absolutely terrified me and while for a lot of people that 
motivates them to work 1000 times harder to never fail, for a long time in my life it 
has done nothing but stopped me from doing much. I realize now how heavy failure 
has weighed on me and how much that weight has slowed me down in life. This is 
the vicious cycle that fear has put into my life: 



1.	See an opportunity that I’m really excited to go for.

2.	Wonder whether or not I’m good enough to get the opportunity

3.	Talk myself out of the fact that I am worth the opportunity

4.	Realize I was being ridiculous and wanting to go for it again

5.	Thinking I’m too late and too far behind to try



Writing this CV I realized my biggest failure is not failing enough, because in the 
long run I never regret failing. Every time I fail it sucks, there is no sugar coating 
that. In that moment I berate myself to no end but looking back on my failures I 
don’t regret trying to do any of those things, I only regret the opportunities that I 
didn’t go for because I was scared to fail. While it’s still hard for me to fail I realize 
it’s a vital part of moving forward in life and quite honestly inevitable,
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Education
- Wrote the TOPS exam to get into a very prestigious High school and did not 

get in. I felt like I failed my mom who was convinced that I would be going there.


- Got rejected from an Arts Highschool I applied to, was absolutely crushed 
because I thought I would really fit in there and it was honestly my dream.


- Got a 60% on my first chemistry test, I studied super hard and honestly 
thought I aced it so seeing that I almost failed sucked.


- I got a 20% on a quiz for a summer course


2015

2015
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2020

Extracurricular activities, Volunteering and 
Jobs:

- Went to a drama festival and was the only performer but did so bad they 
didn’t even place me.


- Tried out for a competitive soccer team that I was dying to be on since I was 
8, there were two people trying out and I didn’t get a position on the team.


- The same soccer team above called me up to play for one game and I let two 
goals in, making us lose the game.


 Didn’t get called back for any of the 5 jobs I applied to for the summer


- Got rejected from a volunteering position with Lost Paws


- Got rejected from volunteering at the Peer support centre, racial care 
division. This was something I was really looking forward to because it’s so close to 
what I’m hoping to do in the future. Getting rejected from this opportunity made 
me question whether I’m good enough to help people as my job.


- Got rejected from 2 on campus jobs 
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Things my fear of failure has kept me from

- applying to jobs


- getting my certification to teach dance


- learning different styles of dance


- getting my teacher certification for speech arts and drama


- Trying out for the varsity soccer team at my University


- Trying out for more clubs on campus during my first year


- applying to lab jobs with professors 


- selling my art
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